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Ã‚Â Master the Police Officer Exam is your comprehensive guide to successfully navigating the

requirements of becoming a police officer. Boost your score on the written exam with 5 full-length

practice tests; and learn what to expect on the Oral Board Interview and the Video-Based

examination.
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this book is really nice for test prepping to become a police officer. What I like about this test prep is

it gives you helpful methods for answering different types of questions such as reading

comprehension questions you might see on an actual police exam. Also another thing I like is in

goes in depth on different parts of the hiring process such as the physical training test and and gives

you a workout regimen for each part of the test like bench pressing and running. The book also tells

you what is expected of you as a police officer and the duties throughout the department which will

later on help you in the interview and they have possible questions you may be asked also. The

only thing i see may be negative about this book is it may have excessive information that is not

needed but I rather have too much information then not enough. overall this a great way to practice

for your exam, it helped me out a great deal.

OVERALL BOOK: The book goes through a lot of different types of police exam's. Check the one



you are scheduled for and see what type of questions are involved before going through and using

this like a regular book (for example the actual exam I took did not have math in it but some of the

practice tests in the book did). It's all great information but I started on page 1 and went all the way

through, by the time I finished all of the practice tests I was a little burnt out but I scored pretty well

on the exam.KINDLE VERSION: If you are considering applying for a department buy this book

early! I waited until too long to buy it and  was backordered. In order to study in time I had to

purchase the kindle version. The kindle version is the reason this book is getting 4/5 stars instead of

5/5. The pages don't line up, the questions get jumbled and if you 'turn' the page too quickly the

formating clears itself and the whole book becomes a blob of text.

Took my first police written and scored a 75 without any prep. Purchased this book and read it cover

to cover and scored a 83 on my second test. Very informative book with great practice tests. Be

warned, practice tests are long and time consuming. Do not start one unless you have a few hours

to dedicate to them. Provides excellent information for a career in Law Enforcement, from entry

exams all the way through day to day police tasks. Would highly recommend this book or Jetmore's

book if you are going to be taking his test.

This book isn't all you'll need to become a police officer, but it has some great exams in there to get

you to start thinking like one. This book coupled with a few others, well worth the money for this

career!

Had a lot of information, turns out my CA test only used spelling and reading comprehensive tests.

No math, map, facial recognition. It did help with the reading and writing part.

This book was very helpful. I was told by the captain of the department of which I applied to

purchase this book. Out of the 200 people that were taking the test, I scored as the 10th highest. I

don't know how I would have done without this book, but I can tell you it wouldn't have been as well.

Cool book but I didn't get in. But not getting in made me write my own book and start a theft

prevention consultant company. Thank you police for not letting me be a police man and making a

much more profitable company.

Admittedly when I bought this book for my daughter to study for the Nassau Police Exam I was



nervous. Very nervous for what the future may hold. She used this book to study for weeks before

the exam. She was one of the younger ones to take the exam as she just made the minimum age

cutoff. With this book's help she scored in the high 90s. I couldn't believe it. This book was thorough

- from sample questions and essays that appear on the real exam to what to expect in training and

hiring processes. It was a lightweight paperback that she was able to carry around with her while

studying. She used it as a refresher when she took the NYPD exam as well.
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